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Jamie_O:
<<<<<<<<<< BEGIN Mission >>>>>>>>>>

CNS_McDonald:
::standing at the back of the OL::

OPS_Williams:
::Sits in the Big Chair::

Capt_Taylor:
::standing in OL::

CMO_Thornne:
::In SB getting everything prepped for physicals.... decides on a dept::

SO-O`Riley:
::on the bridge working on the problem of how to destroy or deflect the comet::

XO_Richmond:
::walks into the Observation Lounge, and approaches the Prelate::  Prelate:  Prelate, it is good to have you aboard.  I am Lieutenant Commander Todd Richmond, currently in command of the Huron.

Capt_McDonald:
@::after ordering Lt Hewitt to some quarters for rest, she heads for Capt Skyler's office.  She also wants to get in touch with Lynn::

PED_Mikalta:
::In her office finishing up her information on the affects of this alter-dimension on the crew's health.

CSO_Adrel:
::approches the SO::

CNS_McDonald:
::goes over and stands by the XO::

SO-O`Riley:
::looks up to see the CSO::

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Do we have that comett in visual range yet?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Have you find a way to destroy the comet ?

Prelate_Salprit:
XO: Prelate Salprit.

Lynn:
@::walks up to Co McDonald:: CO:  Looking for some one? ::smiles::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Nay yet ma'am. But I be working on it. ::smiles::

CIV_Nayiza:
::leaves her quarters and heads to the bridge::

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  You've gone to a lot of trouble getting us here.#

CNS_McDonald:
::nods at the XO::

Capt_McDonald:
@::stepping into his office area, she finds it empty.  Turning around she sees Lynn:: Lynn!  Good to see you.  i was actually looking for Richard, to report in.  How are you doing ?  ::smiles::

Prelate_Salprit:
XO: our very lives depend on this.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: We can pick the comet,s trailer on sensors.

Capt_Taylor:
::walks over to join XO and Prelate::

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Keep working on it. We have to find something that wouldn't harm people when it explose.

PED_Mikalta:
::Sets her padds down and rubs her tired eyes.::

Lynn:
@CO: A little tired but ok ::smiles::    Richard was supsoe to meet me here ... ::looks around::

SO-O`Riley:
::nods:: CSO: Aye ma'am.

OPS_Williams:
CSO: As soon as you can, lets get a visual on the main screen

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  I can imagine.  My Science department informs me that there is a large comet headed our way.

SO-O`Riley:
::goes back to working on the problem::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Hmmmm, late again.  how typical.  :;laughs::

Captain_Skyler:
@::Looking in the cargo bay for Jack::

Lynn:
@Co: Dont' get me started on my "wonderful"  husband. . How are you ?

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  So how have you been doing ?

PED_Mikalta:
::Looks at her watch:: Self: Thirty six hours straight through is too much.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Aye, sir.

Prlate Salprit:
XO: Exactly. It takes 4.5 Prelak's to encirlce 1 orbit. last time it missed us by half a light year

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  45 Prelaks.  How long is that in our time exactly?


Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  I'm pretty good.  Very tired.  This pregnancy is taking a lot out of me.  I get tired faster.

Jack:
@::Running through the back of the cargo bay trying to avoiid capture::

Prelate Salprit:
XO: about 45 years. we tried to do this unsuccessfuly once before, but to no avail

Lynn:
@CO:  You need to take it it easy silly.

XO_Richmond:
::turns to Taylor::  Taylor:  Then that would be how your ship disappeared, Captain.

CNS_McDonald:
XO/prelate: shall we sit?

Jack:
@::Climbing up the ladder to the next level::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Don't I know it.   Dree is going to corner me as soon as I step foot on the Huron.   She wants me for my physical.  I don't think I'll resist this time.

CMO_Thornne:
::Pulls some equipment out of storage and lays them beside the biobeds.::

Capt_Taylor:
XO: That could be.

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Of course.  Prelate:  Please, have a seat.  Taylor:  Captain?

XO_Richmond:
::sits::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  How about we go for a drink....  Maybe Richard can come and find us for a change.  ::grins::

Prelate Salprit:
::Sits::

CNS_McDonald:
::sits down besides the XO::

SO-O`Riley:
::starts putting data together on the options for the comet::

CIV_Nayiza:
::steps out of the turbolift onto the bridge::

Lynn:
@CO:  that woudl be wonderful ::smiles::  I am supsoe to have a physical with ehr when  she gets back.

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  So, how do you suggest we can help you?

CSO_Adrel:
::sits at OPS and checks ETA to comet::

PED_Mikalta:
::Pushes herself up from her chair heavily and goes to replicate some coffee::

Capt_Taylor:
XO: That could be how my ship disappeared. Prelate: When you said you tried before did you mean bringing another ship here to help?

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: We will arrive in visual range in about 5 to 10 minutes.

Prelate Salprit:
XO: well, our scientists believe that if it is broke up into large chunks, it will do more damage than if left in tact. We need total dessimation of the comet to survive

XO_Richmond:
*CMO*: Doctor Thornne, please report to the Observation Lounge

Prelate Salprit:
CO Taylor: exactly

CSO_Adrel:
SO: What about if we fire at the comet? Would the debris be dangerous or would they be small enough not to hurt anyone?

PED_Mikalta:
::Takes her coffee and decides to take a visit to the bridge with her padd::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Speaking of that.  Have you heard from the Huron.  I tried contacting them from the shuttle, but got no response.  They were not out of com range when I was gone and they weren't suppose to go anywhere else but here upon completion of the survey of that nebula.  hmmmm, where do you recommend ?

OPS_Williams:
::Types a short message into the Console for the XO.  Not wanting to disturb his meeting.  Cmdr: You may want to ask why the Prelate doesn't use his transport device to send the comet elsewhere::

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  What if the comet were to be left intact?  How much damage would it do then?

SO-O`Riley:
::runs sims through the comet with some of the information gathered:: CSO: Running the check now ma'am.

Capt_Taylor:
XO: How many torpedoes do you carry?

CIV_Nayiza:
::Goes to the CSO:: CSO: Is there  anything I could do to help you?

CMO_Thornne:
*XO* Aye sir, on my way... ::secures her instruments and leaves the sickbay for the bridge::

Capt_McDonald:
@::heads out of Richards office.  Waits in the hallway for Lynn::

Lynn:
@Co:  there is a little cafe up here .. ::Lead the way::

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Thank you. We have to think of other possibilities though

Prelate Salprit:
XO:Total destruction of our homeworld

XO_Richmond:
::sees his console bleep and looks down to read the message::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am, I be on that one also.

Capt_McDonald:
@::follows Lynn::  Lynn:  How are Jack and Chrissy doing ?  ::smiles::

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  Can you not just use your transporter device to put it elsewhere?

Lynn:
@Co:  I'm not sure where they are Richard hasnt' tole me jsut that they will be back soon

CSO_Adrel:
CIV: You could help SO O'Riley finding ways to destroy the comet.

PED_Mikalta:
::Pads under her arms enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

Jack:
@::running down the catwalk, comes barrelling right out of the door, and stops dead in his tracks as he entwers the hallway. sees who is comming, and hides::

XO_Richmond:
Taylor:  The Huron has 75, Captain.

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Could we divert its trajectory? mmm... no that would just postpone the problem....

Lynn:
@CO:  Chrissy is grown like a weed and Jack is still in trouble.

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Hmmm, that is wierd.  I just hope there is nothing wrong. ::is a little worried::

CNS_McDonald:
Taylor: what're you thinkiing?

CMO_Thornne:
::Slips into a TL on it's way up...:: TL: Bridge.

Prelate Salprit:
XO: It's not that easy. it would only do damage to someone else

Capt_McDonald:
@:;chuckles::  Lynn:  Jack is adventuring again.   I hope I can see Chrissy.

CSO_Adrel:
SO: We have to find the exact place to fire in the comet so that we make the less debris possible. Work with CIV Nayiza on that.

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Counselor, you will address the Captain in the correct manner as befits a Starfleet Captain.

Captain_Skyler:
@::still pan searching the cargo bay::

PED_Mikalta:
::Exits on the bridge and looks around, trying not to look tired.

Capt_Taylor:
XO: Could you have your people run a sim on hitting the comet with photon torpedoes fired from both ships?

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Ma'am, blowing it up where it is would cause massive damage to the planet if not done correctly. Mayhaps if we move it with the tractor beams first?

CNS_McDonald:
XO: aye sir. ::grumbles under his breathe::

Lynn:
@Chrissy is  4  and half months old and I woudl say very much a dady's girl. ::grins::  I'm sure seeing  them should be no problem..

XO_Richmond:
Taylor:  Yes, sir.  *OPS*: Richmond to Bridge.

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Could we slow the comet, cause it to enter a planetary orbit, instead of its curent orbit?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: A tractor beam... really good idea.... runs simulations on that. Good work.

Captain_Skyler:
@::feels the front of his tunic and realizes he must have dropped his comm badge::

Capt_McDonald:
@::chuckles:: Lynn:  If I remember correctly , Richard has always been a sucker for you ladies....

XO_Richmond:
Taylor:  Please excuse my Counselor, Captain.  He is still officially on his honeymoon.

CMO_Thornne:
::Steps onto the bridge... glances around at the crew working and heads to the OL::

PED_Mikalta:
::Sees the CSO, SO, CIV:: All: Anything I can do to help......it's quiet in my little office.

Prelate Salprit:
XO: We wish not to harm others, only rid everyone of this potential disaster

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Thank ye ma'am. After moving it out if we blow it up there nay wouldna be much damage of falling debris.

Capt_Taylor:
XO: ah ok. CNS: Congratulations.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: We are trying to come up with different options. Right now, our best would be to use a tractor beam to divert the comet from the planet so that we can safely blow it up.

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  I understand.  We will do all that we can to help you.

CNS_McDonald:
CO taylor: thank you sir

CMO_Thornne:
::Steps quietly into the OL and stands at the back::

Prelate Salprit:
XO: I understand ::Smiles::

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Indeed... but run sims just to be sure and locate the proper coordinates to make it explode and where on it we have to fire.

CIV_Nayiza:
SO: That would be safer to try to move it first but would the comet break up if we try to hold it in a tractor beam?

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: the Comet comes into view. It is a black comet, and highly visable in the white space

XO_Richmond:
::notices the Doctor enter::  CMO: Ah, doctor, just in time.  What's the maximum evacuation limit on board?

Capt_McDonald:
@:;reaches the cafe and searches for a table::

XO_Richmond:
*OPS*: Richmond to Bridge, please respond.

PED_Mikalta:
::Sees teh comet on the viewscreen and takes a few steps down so she's behind the CO's chair........Takes a sip of her coffee::

CSO_Adrel:
PED: Maybe you could take OPS station and put the comet on the view screen... it should be in visual range now.

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Could we use the tractors of both ships to pull it into a planetary orbit

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am. But it will take both ships tractor beams to move it.

OPS_Williams:
*XO* Go ahead Commander

Capt_McDonald:
@::seeing one at the back she heads for it and sits, sighing, her feet had been hurting::

PED_Mikalta:
::Nods to the CSO:: CSO: I'd be happy to.

CMO_Thornne:
::thinks:: XO: 4200 if I'm correct, sir.... ::doubles checks on a computer::

XO_Richmond:
*OPS*: Commander, liaise with Tactical and run some simulations of what would happen to the comet if both Hurons were to launch torpedoes, please.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Wouldn't it be safer to move it away from the planet instead so that when we blow it up the debris are less dangerous?

SO-O`Riley:
::runs sims with different coordinates and topedo locations::

PED_Mikalta:
::Heads to OPS.....sets her two padds on the right of the console and takes another sip of her coffee before sitting it on the neft of the console::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: That's nowhere near enough.

Jack:
@::Sneaking up to the Cafe's doors, they open, and he steps inside::

CMO_Thornne:
XO: What about the other Huron?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Indeed, both ships would make it easier and would drain less power from us.

XO_Richmond:
::shakes his head::  CMO: Thank you Doctor.  CNS: Counselor, one question is yet to be answered.....

Lynn:
@::takes a seat at the table::

SO-O`Riley:
::nods at the CSO::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: That's a good point.  Thank you.  Captain, what's your limit?

CNS_McDonald:
XO: and what is that sir?

CSO_Adrel:
CIV: Maybe you could take the helm?

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Glad to be of help....

PED_Mikalta:
::Puts the comet on the viewscreen::

OPS_Williams:
PED: Be careful, I do not want Coffee on my station

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  So tell me, what can I expect from being pregnant.  I've found myself dreaming, really wierd ones.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: We have the comet on the viewscreen. All suggestions you have on the comet would be appreciated.

Lynn:
@::laughs::  Co: well anything.. Your 12 weeks along?

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Don't we have to consider the Prime Directive in all of this?

PED_Mikalta:
OPS: I won't get any of it.......Promise, Sir.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: You have seen more comets in your carreer than I did, so I think you know a few tricks ::smiles::

Jack:
@::Slides in and out between rows of tables::

OPS_Williams:
CSO: I was thinking if we change its trajectory and speed suficiently it will slow down and become just another planetary body in this system, no need to destroy it at all that way

CNS_McDonald:
XO: yes we should consider the prime directive, but i think it could be laxed a bit in this situation

CIV_Nayiza:
::nods at the CSO and then goes over to the helm::

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  How much time do we have before the comet strikes?

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  For some reason, I keep visuallizing Lennier in the Air locks, and then the doors suddenly open and their is this loud whoosh....  and he is sucked out... then little elves stand in the back ground laughing. :;grins::  12 weeks on Monday....

Prelate Salprit:
XO: today, in less than 5 hours

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  I wonder what that means.

SO-O`Riley:
::double checks the findings from the computer sims::

OPS_Williams:
*XO* We have the comet on main viewer now sir.  Science is still debating options.

Jack:
@::Runs and stops, trips over his laces, and gets a rug burn.....right at Lynn's feet::

XO_Richmond:
Prelate:  With a maximum capacity there's no way we can evacuate your entire planet.

XO_Richmond:
*OPS*: How are those simulations coming, Commander?

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: I will run a check on that now. SO O'Riley is working on our first plan so far which is to have both ships tractor it in a safe distance, and then how we would fire at it so that it is safe.

Lynn:
@CO:  That youa re worried soemthign may happen to him or your hormones are going waky...proboly both ::grins::

Capt_Taylor:
XO: Then we need to get a plan going and quick if we are only looking at 5 hours.

CSO_Adrel:
::gets up and goes to the other SCI station::

XO_Richmond:
Taylor:  Do you have any suggestions, Captain?

Capt_McDonald:
@::grins:: Lynn:  You maybe right.  I don't like this not being able to get a hold of him.

Lynn:
@:: reaches down and picks up Jack under his arms::  What are you doing here  ::sits him in  her lap::

Capt_McDonald:
@::looks down:: Jack:  Well, well what do we have here.  ::grins::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Ma'am, we would need to tractor it at least a million km's before attempting to fire.

Jack:
@::Looks up at Lynn:: Uhhh, I dunno. want a present?

CIV_Nayiza:
::Sits down and smiles as she looks over the console::

Lynn:
@CO: Welcoem to SF  Kataya ::smiles:: I've had a few times.

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: Both ships come along side the comet

OPS_Williams:
*XO* We are running the simulations, two options right now, either destroy it, or slow it and create another planet on the fringe of the system

Lynn:
@jack:  Present?

Capt_Taylor:
XO: We have two choices 1. inailate the comet 2. Use Tractor and try to pull it to a different course.

PED_Mikalta:
::Runs scans on the comet for her onw edification::

Capt_McDonald:
@Jack:  How are you ?

Jack:
@::Hands Lynn Skyler's Com Badge:: Here, you take this.....it from Sky...

SO-O`Riley:
OPS: Sir, we would need to tractor it at least a million km's before attempting to fire.

XO_Richmond:
*OPS*: Option two, explain.

OPS_Williams:
Computer: Estimate the chances that the two Hurons will be capable of slowing the comet suficiently to adjust its orbit?

Jack:
@::Giggles:: SPOT!

Lynn:
@jack:  what?  did SKy give this to you ?

XO_Richmond:
Taylor:  Looks like my crew have the same ideas, sir.

OPS_Williams:
*XO* If we can slow the comet, we may be able to get it into a safe not interfering planetary orbit, thus creating another satalite for this starsystem

XO_Richmond:
All:  I think the rest of this conversation would be best served on the bridge.  Prelate:  Prelate, you're welcome to remain with us.

Jack:
@Yeah.....::makes the lying face::

Capt_McDonald:
@Jack:  How have the stars been little man.  ::chuckles at her nickname::

XO_Richmond:
*OPS*:  Consequences?

Jack:
@CO: Alllright!

CNS_McDonald:
XO: aye sir ::stands up::

Prelate Salprit:
::Follows them to the Bridge::

XO_Richmond:
::stands, and goes to the bridge::

CNS_McDonald:
::follows xo to the bridge::

Capt_McDonald:
@Jack:  Maybe we can look at them together before I go back to my ship.  ::smiles::

CMO_Thornne:
::Follows the rest to the bridge::

Capt_Taylor:
::follows to the bridge::

Jack:
@CO: yay!

OPS_Williams:
*XO* Minimal if we can achieve an outer orbit, might cause some climatic adjustments if we achieve an inner orbit as the rest of the system adjusts to the new gravitational presence.

Lynn:
@Jack Rykerson... you lie to me you won't get the stars for 2 weeks young man.

Captain_Skyler:
@::Still searching the Cargo Bay::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Let's try it.  Taylor:  Captain, You'll be needed on the bridge of your own ship from now.  Good luck.

Capt_McDonald:
@Jack:  Of course we will have to get some icecream and cookies...  Otherwise what is the point.  oh oh... better tell Lynn where you go the com badge...

Capt_Taylor:
XO: Agreed :: goes to TL::

CNS_McDonald:
XO: where do you want me?

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Please take over tactical.

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Seems you have an extra few sets of hands....

OPS_Williams:
::Stands and allows Cmdr Richmond to have the Big Chair::

Capt_Taylor:
::gets on TL:: TL deck 5

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Right here by me, Counselor.  When this is over, you and I will have a quick chat.

XO_Richmond:
::sits in the Big Chair [tm]::

Lynn:
@CO:  IF you want to baby sit and expereince have at it with this guy but I want to know wher he got the com badge.  :: agner in her tone::

PED_Mikalta:
::Gathers her stuff in case OPS needs his station back::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: the Data comes up on the screen. simulation results show positively, but not 100% effective

CNS_McDonald:
XO: aye sir ::sits down in chair beside captain::

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Aye... ::Walks over to the Tac console..., looks it over trying to get familiarized with it::

Capt_Taylor:
::gets off TL enters transporter room trapsports back to old Huron::

OPS_Williams:
::Sees that the PED is handeling OPS alright, for now, so he heads back to the science station::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: And they're hands that I'm grateful for.  I take it you'll be fine at tactical?

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn: hmmmm, remember I've done the babysitting before.  ::Still hasn't told them what happened the last time she babysat::

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Report

CMO_Thornne:
XO: I sure hope so.... haven't been behind tac in a while....

Captain_Skyler:
@::Can sense anger in Lynn's thoughts, this is not good::

PED_Mikalta:
::Sets her stuff back down awaiting any ordes::

XO_Richmond:
XO: You'll be fine, Commander.  ::smiles::

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: We are still running scans. I am trying to find out if your idea would work.

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: Please have some one keep me informed of what you come up with.

CSO_Adrel:
SO: How are your sims coming up?

CNS_McDonald:
::looks over at the XO: sir i can do that..

Lynn:
@ CO:  Yes  but you will have one of your own soon ::Smiles::  your come up to the easy spot..minutes th craveings....

OPS_Williams:
::Wonders just how many Doctors a starship needs::

XO_Richmond:
COM:Taylor:  Understood, Captain.  Right now we need you to assist us in tractoring the comet to an outer orbit.

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am...but as I said we would have to move the comet a minimum of a million km's before trying to destroy.

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: simulation 1 shows the comet passing by the planet by less than 500 KM, the gravitational pull causing sunami's in the oceans

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Indeed... and where would the ships have to be in order not to suffer any damage?

CIV_Nayiza:
::plays with more lights on the console, to mainian the ships current course along side the comet::

Capt_McDonald:
@::cravings hit:: Lynn:  Speaking of cravings, do they serve gagh here....  I don't know why I crave that so bad.  I never used to like it very much  ::signals for a waiter::

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: Can do transfer coordinates and we will get into position.

Jack:
@::Reaches for the Com Badge::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Ma'am there are two options there. One pushing and one pulling or both pushing.

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Commander, I need you back at OPS, please.  PED: Lieutenant Mikalta, please take the environmental station and keep an eye on the effects on the planet with the Science Department.

Lynn:
@::makes face:: Co:  mine was peparoni and ice cream with french fries... drove Richard bonkers... when he was around

Waiter:
@CO:  Yes Ma'am what can I get you ?

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Your idea might work though I think the safest idea is to move the comet away and then fire at it at a safe distance. Both ships would have to be involved.

Lynn:
@Jack now where di you get his I want an answer...NOW!

PED_Mikalta:
::Nods to the XO:: XO: Aye, Sir.

PED_Mikalta:
::Gathers her stuff and moves to the environmental station::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Transfer the co-ordinates to the Huron.

OPS_Williams:
XO: Aye sir

Jack:
@::Hides his face::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Ooooo what a wonderful idea.  Waiter what she said and a side order of gagh.   Lynn, Jack:  Can I order you two something ?

Captain_Skyler:
@::Runs into the Cafe to see Jack with Lynn::

CMO_Thornne:
::Sends the same coordinates of the comet to the other Huron::

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  Do you have the co-ordinates?

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Sent.

OPS_Williams:
CSO: which option shows the best chance of success?

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Thank you, Commander.

PED_Mikalta:
::Sets her things down again and starts monitoring the environmental conditions.::

Lynn:
@Kaly: a Rootbeer souds fine and milk for him.

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: I do moving into position now.

Capt_McDonald:
@::sees Richard:: Lynn:  Ahhhh, there is your wayword husband...

OPS_Williams:
PED: Your relieved, and thanks for not spilling th coffee

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Anytime, Commander.

SO-O`Riley:
::finishes running the computer sims::

Capt_McDonald:
@Waiter:  A rootbeer and a glass of milk.  ::the waiter hurries off to get the order::

XO_Richmond:
All:  Our first option is to move this comet away.  I don't want to risk injuring any of the inhabitants of the planet if I can help it.

Captain_Skyler:
@::Walks up to Lynn:: you summoned?

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: The more chance of succes? The option to move then destroy. Your idea is good and might work but I doubt the Prelate would like it. And I am not sure we should take the risk....

OPS_Williams:
::Sits down at ops, making sure the power flow to both tractor beams, and weapons is at peak efficiency::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Please relay that message to the Huron.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Not without trying to move and shoot first.

Lynn:
@Skyelr:  You heard? ::smiles::  Do you knwo where this came from? :: shos himt he com badge::

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Do you agree, ensign?

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am.

Capt_McDonald:
@::sees the waiter coming back with their order::

Captain_Skyler:
@Lynn: Err, that's mine, but how did you....?

Lynn:
::shifts jack in her lap::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Engage tractor beam.

Lynn:
@::smiles and points to jack::

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Did the sims show a good chance of success?

Capt_McDonald:
@Skyler:  Hello Richard.  :;smiles::

Captain_Skyler:
@CO: Kaytie!

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Request the Huron to copy our actions until ordered otherwise.

OPS_Williams:
COM: Cpt Taylor: Our options are limited, the best chance we have is to move it off course, and then destroy it, changing its tragectory should any debrie to also miss the planet.

CMO_Thornne:
::locks the tractor beams on the comet.:: XO: Tractors engaged.

Capt_McDonald:
@::grins:: Skyler:  Just got back into town...

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am.

PED_Mikalta:
::Running over past norms to compare the answers.::

Captain_Skyler:
@CO: how were the negotiations?

Capt_Taylor:
#::engages Old Hurons Tractor beam::

OPS_Williams:
COM: Cpt Tayler: Cmdr Richmond request you follow our lead

CSO_Adrel:
SO: thank you. Good work, ensign. Let's hope it works.

Capt_McDonald:
@::watches as the waiter puts the rootbeer in front of Lynn, milk for Jack and the Peperoni pizza, ice cream, french fries and the gagh before her::

Lynn:
@Skyler:  We have been comparing notes

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: The Comet's gravitational influence is dragging both ships

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Keep monitoring the comet, we never know.

OPS_Williams:
::Adjusts power flow to the engines to compensat for the pull of the comet::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am. ::goes back to monitoring sensors::

XO_Richmond:
::holds on to the arms of his chair due to the shuddering::  OPS: Report!

Capt_McDonald:
@Skyler:   Well the negotiations went...   We should shoot the Gorn and the Romulans and put them out of my misery.   There is going to have to be another session.  They don't want to agree on a thing.  ::digs into her food::

Captain_Skyler:
@CO: not good....I know.....I spent two weeks with them on Vulcan. ::sigh::

OPS_Williams:
XO: We are being pulled along by the comet

Capt_Taylor:
#::monitors power levels and Old Huron Crew::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Increase speed, full power to the thrusters!

Capt_McDonald:
@Skyler:  At least they are not shooting at each other anymore.  ::pops a french fry in her mouth, offers them around::

OPS_Williams:
XO: We may not be able to stop it, but we can steer it somewhat

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: The thrusters have little effect, but that is gradually changing

Lynn:
@Skyer;:  BTW Admiral K'grurlta  called and said he was moving your meeting up 4 hours.  Think you can make it?

XO_Richmond:
OPS: I want all power to that tractor beam and the thrusters!

Captain_Skyler:
@CO: true...True. ::takes some fries:: so Jack, how did you get this?

OPS_Williams:
XO: Couse is adjusting slowly, but we are making a diference

XO_Richmond:
@COM: Taylor:  Captain, I want all your power on moving that comet!

Capt_McDonald:
@Jack:  Want to share some icecream..  ::holds out the spoon::

CIV_Nayiza:
::nods and starts to increase speed:: XO: Aye Sir

Lynn:
@::looks at food ::  CO:  I dont' know how I coud eat that  ::laughs and moves jack to sit on the booth next to her::

XO_Richmond:
CSO: How much further do we need to go?

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: You got it.

PED_Mikalta:
::Sipping her coffee trying to keep her eyes open....wondering what's going on::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: Projected flight path shows the comet avoiding the planet by5 KM

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  I'm wondering how I can also...  but the baby seems to like it.  ::grins::

XO_Richmond:
CMO: How is the tractor beam holding?

CNS_McDonald:
::leans over to the XO:: sir, yelling like that at an officer especially a senior officer may not go over well

Capt_Taylor:
#:: orders all power shifted to tractor and thrusters.::

CSO_Adrel:
XO: About 50 000 km in order to bring it in a safe distance if we want to destroy it.

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Can we use the warp field to lower the mass of the comet and thus move it faster

Capt_Taylor:
#::monitors comet path::

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Still holding....  but this lug of a rock is putting strain on them....

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Now is not the time, Counselor.

OPS_Williams:
::Increases powerflow to tractors and thrusters::

XO_Richmond:
PED: Possible effects on the planet?

SO-O`Riley:
::monitors station for any problems::

Lynn:
@::Shakes head:: Co:  well things happen ::smiles but dies to a weak one and swirls her root ber::

PED_Mikalta:
XO: To us pulling the comet away or to it not being suscessful, Sir?

Capt_Taylor:
#::shuts down all nonestentials to add power to thrusters::

Captain_Skyler:
@::Puts his arms around Lynn's shoulder::

CNS_McDonald:
::stands up and walks up to the CMO:: a word with you in a minute commander?

XO_Richmond:
PED:  To the comet passing so closely to the planet, Doctor

Capt_McDonald:
@::sees Lynn's smile fade:: Lynn:  Is there something wrong ?

OPS_Williams:
SO: Run your scans on the effects that the comet debri will cause if we attempt to destroy the comet on its current trajectory

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Checking your suggestions now....

PED_Mikalta:
::Said a little short::XO: Tidal waves adn heavy storm activity, Sir.

CMO_Thornne:
CNS: After we're done here... ::doesn't look up... still watching the tac display::

SO-O`Riley:
OPS: Aye sir. ::starts to run scans::

XO_Richmond:
Self:  That's not good.  CSO: Options?

Lynn:
@Co:  It's nothing  :: smiles and  ruffles Jacks hair::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: Huron's hull plates groan under the strain

CNS_McDonald:
::walks back down to the command level of the bridge:: sits down in the chair he was occupying earlier::

OPS_Williams:
XO: SIF down to 85% sir

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  You sure about that....  I'm a good listener if you want.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: We are cheking now...

Lynn:
@CO:  Just...  Jack and Chrissy may be our only children.. ::doesnt' look at her::

XO_Richmond:
SO: How far away are we now?

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: What effects are your scanners showing now.

OPS_Williams:
::Wishes he was back in his fighter now::

CMO_Thornne:
::Listens to the ship creaking under pressure:: Self: This lug of a rock is definitely putting strain on here.... ::quietly::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Ma'am there is the possiblity of moving the comet into the sun...we wouldna have to use the torpedos that way.

CIV_Nayiza:
XO: The thrusters are at full power now and I do not know if we can hold this for much longer without ripping the Huron appart

CSO_Adrel:
SO: The sun? Indeed... why didn't we think about it before!

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  At the moment, it's not good.  We're only 50 km away from the planet.  That will cause sever tidal distortions.

Capt_McDonald:
@::stops in mid bite.  Speaking quietly::  Lynn:  Complications from your last pregnancy ?

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: I guess ma'am since we were bent on blowing it up!

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Keep trying, Ensign.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: We could send the comet in the sun so that the heat destroys it. That would mean we wouldn't use torpedoes and that the debris would be minimal.

XO_Richmond:
CSO: It's a good option.  How far away from the sun are we now?

Lynn:
@ CO: Yes and no...

OPS_Williams:
CSO: The problem with that is we have been turning it away from the sun, and barely doing that, turning the other direction would tear us apart

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  I don't understand.  ::pushes her food away::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Can we not use the planet's gravitational pull to slingshot the comet towards the sun?

OPS_Williams:
XO: Still loosing Structural Integrety sir

Captain_Skyler:
@::Face pales::

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Maybe sir, but the Sun is only a billion km away and would be the safest option.

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: Acknowledge. I have all the power that I can spare on thrusters and tractors.

PED_Mikalta:
::Tries not to pay attention to the creaking ship::

Lynn:
@Co:  Just that soem of my problems are causeing us a to have some ...problems  now.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Sir? Your have two choices: 1. we destroy it now or destroy it using the sun.

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Then we use the sun.  Let's try it!

Capt_McDonald:
@::looking at Richard and Lynn:: Lynn:  Can the doctors do anything ?

CNS_McDonald:
::looks over at the XO:: XO: i'd take option 1..

Captain_Skyler:
@::Looks down::

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Aye sir!

XO_Richmond:
CNS: I'm not prepared to risk the lives of anyone on the planet if I can help it, Counselor.

OPS_Williams:
::Looks at there current trajectory:: XO: We could use that moon, to swing us around sir

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Send the sun coordinates to helm of both ships. It's your idea I will let you conduct it. And I will supervise. You can do this.

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  Captain, we're going to try and send the comet towards the sun, using the moon as a slingshot.

SO-O`Riley:
::hearing the XO begins working on the situation::

Lynn:
@ CO: We are trying.... ::Sigh::  but we will be alright

XO_Richmond:
OPS: That's good enough for me, let's do it, people!

OPS_Williams:
CSO: Sorry, I didn't see that, the sun is a good option after all

PED_Mikalta:
::Feels her eyelids drooping fast::

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am. ::sends coordinates fo the sun to both helms::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: The Comet begins to swerve, the moons gravitational pull begins to set it up for an orbital trajectory

CNS_McDonald:
::consideres what he's just heard and nods::

Capt_McDonald:
@::covers Lynn's hands with hers::Lynn: My prayers are with you....

OPS_Williams:
::Tansfers the new trajectory to the Old Huron::

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: No worry. In order to find the best idea we have to look at all possibilities. Your ideas and views helped us. No worry. ::smiles and looks at her console::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Good work, Commander.

PED_Mikalta:
::Opens her eyes quickly::

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Tractor beam is strained, but should be able to hold this...

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Get us into position.

XO_Richmond:
CMO:  See what youcna do to ensure we don't lose it, Commander.

Lynn:
@::Smiles:: Co:  thank you  ..but until them we have Jack and Chrissy  to keep us out of trouble

PED_Mikalta:
::Feels her eyes droop again.....fights against it without much success::

CIV_Nayiza:
::manouvers the ship into position:: XO:Aye Sir

SO-O`Riley:
::begins working on calculations for the slingshot around the moon::

XO_Richmond:
PED: How is the situation on the planet, Lieutenant?

Capt_McDonald:
@::chuckles::  Lynn:  They will keep you active that is for sure.  If Chrissy is anything like Jack, you and Richard are going to have your hands full.

OPS_Williams:
::Increases power to the tractors, but notices the are darned near close to overheating::

PED_Mikalta:
::Eyes open widely upon the XO calling on her:: XO: We are having tremendous cloud acitvity and the gravity of the comet is wreaking havoc on the tides, Sir.

Lynn:
@CO:  As for the trouble issue.  SHe is aher father's daughter that for sure.. ::rolls eyes::

CMO_Thornne:
Ops: You might be able to transfer some of the power fueling the phasers if you haven't already

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Ma'am...we need to shut down all non essential sections to give us more power for the tractor beams.

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Aye.

XO_Richmond:
PED: If anyone is in danger from our actions, beam them directly on board.  Prelate:  Prelate, you may want to be there to explain what is going on to your people.

OPS_Williams:
CMO: all none essential power is already deverted, we are risking overheating them as it is

Capt_McDonald:
@::Chuckles:: Lynn:  If you ever need an escape your welcome on the Huron.   From time to time, it wouldn't hurt for Richard to handle both of them full time.  ::grins mischeviously at Skyler::

PED_Mikalta:
::Nods to the XO and begins to monitor the population on the planet::

XO_Richmond:
All: Let's do everything we can, people.

CSO_Adrel:
OPS: Can you redirect all non essential power to give more power to the tractor beam?

Lynn:
@::Laughs::

OPS_Williams:
::Analizes the course to see if they have achieved proper trajectory yet::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: the Comet swings around the moon, both ships are under heavy strain. a few bulkheads fail

CMO_Thornne:
Ops: So I'm noticing.... I think they can make it though

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Damage report!

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Are we in place yet?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Can we let the comet go now?

Capt_McDonald:
@;:continuing:: Lynn:  The best time would be when Chrissy has started to move around on her own..  ::grins::  and Jack starts showing her the stars and his favourite places.  ::laughs::

OPS_Williams:
XO: Bulkeads failing decks 13, 14 and 15, Damage control teams responding

CNS_McDonald:
::grabs onto the armrests of the chair::

SO-O`Riley:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: Aye ma'am.

CMO_Thornne:
SO: Tell me when to let go of this rock

XO_Richmond:
PED: Casualty report?

CSO_Adrel:
XO: we can let the comet go now

XO_Richmond:
CMO: Release the tractor beam!

PED_Mikalta:
XO: People on the planet are all away from affected areas.......

Lynn:
@Co:  Oh your crule...  but I like it  ::smiles::

OPS_Williams:
COM: Cpt Taylor: Cut power to tractors on my mark

CMO_Thornne:
::Releases the tractor beam::

XO_Richmond:
PED: What about on board?

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: Sections of decks 9-14 collapse, heavy casualty reports flood in

Capt_McDonald:
@:;laughs::

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  Release the beam, captain!

Capt_Taylor:
#:: cuts power to tractor::

Lynn:
@:: takes a look at  gagh and turns green:: 'cuse me ... :: heads off for nearst refresher::

CNS_McDonald:
XO: heavy casualties on decks 9-14

PED_Mikalta:
::Pulls up the information from the OPS station:: XO: We have 10 reporting wounded.......none seriously, Sir.

CIV_Nayiza:
::relieved as the comet is released::

XO_Richmond:
CMO/PED: Doctors, you had better see to those casualties.

CMO_Thornne:
::Listens to casualty reports and thinks she's gonna have lots of work soon in SB::

SO-O`Riley:
::watches the path of the comet::

Capt_Taylor:
#:: Steers away from comet::

Capt_McDonald:
@::watches as Lynn rushes away::

CNS_McDonald:
::looks up at CMO and nods::

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Get us out of the way, Ensign!

PED_Mikalta:
::Grabbing her coffee heads to the TL::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: The comet is on a direct course to the sun, it is increasing speed

SO-O`Riley:
CMO: If ya need to go back to yer sick bay I canna' take the Tactical station.

CMO_Thornne:
XO: Great minds think alike... ::Leaves the tac to someone more qualified and makes a beeline for the TL::

XO_Richmond:
CNS: Counselor, you may need to assist.

OPS_Williams:
::Reroutes power to lifesupport on decks 9-14::

CNS_McDonald:
XO: aye sir! gets up and walks to meet the CMO at the TL::

PED_Mikalta:
::Holds the TL for the CMO::

CNS_McDonald:
::walks into the TL::

Lynn:
@:: returns shortly:: CO:  sorry   can't stand gahg. :: sips her root beer::

XO_Richmond:
ASO: Status of the comet?

OPS_Williams:
XO: initiating force fieds for atmospheric containment on decks 9-14

CMO_Thornne:
CNS/Ped: All ready.. ::gets into the TL::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: SIF on Decks 9-14 are in place and holding

SO-O`Riley:
XO: Comet is on direct path to the sun sir.

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Good work, Commander.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: It's time we move away from the sun, sir. We will probably have a little shockwave coming our way when the comet hits the sun.

PED_Mikalta:
::Lets the TL door close::

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: Fires break out in affected areas

Capt_McDonald:
@ Lynn:  Sorry....  :;waves to the waiter to remove the food::  Are you feeling better ?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: Good work, ensign. You will make a great Science officer. ::smiles::

OPS_Williams:
XO: Damage is contained, we are getting heavy casualty reports

XO_Richmond:
ASO: Excellent.

SO-O`Riley:
::grins:: CSO: Thank ye ma'am.

PED_Mikalta:
TL: Deck 9

OPS_Williams:
::Activated fires supression systems::

CMO_Thornne:
Ped/CNS: Seems the work for the docs is never done, eh?

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Lieutenant, if the casualties are that bad, I want you to head up a triage in cargo bay1

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: nope..

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: The Comet collides with the sun, massive solar flares erupt.

Lynn:
@CO:  Yeah fine...  liek I said never could handl Gagh well ::grins::

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: What is your status?

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Aye, sir! ::looks at the latest casualty report::

PED_Mikalta:
::Exits the TL and heads to sickbay readying herself for the casualties that are already there.::

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  We have some structural damage, but it's nothing we can't fix.  How are you?

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: what about a triage centre?

OPS_Williams:
XO: Reports of plasma fires in damaged sections sir

Capt_McDonald:
@::chuckles:: Lynn:  no more gagh...  I wonder if Jack left me any icecream. ::looks at the bowl:: Hmmmm guess not.

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Are they out?

CMO_Thornne:
::Takes off out of the TL and heads to SB too:: CNS: Might be a good idea... shall we?

OPS_Williams:
XO: Damage control teams are working on it sir

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: aye.. XO: we're going to set up a triage centre

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: About the same here damage control is going to be working for a while I think.

CSO_Adrel:
*CMO*: I will send all possible help to set a triage center in Cargo Bay 1. I think you will need it.

CMO_Thornne:
*XO* Permission to use a cargo bay for triage?

XO_Richmond:
CSO: Liaise with Doctor Thornne to see how you can assist her.

Prelate Salprit:
XO: To you, I extend my deepest gratitude. ::Dissappears::

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: i'll talk control of triage.

CMO_Thornne:
*CSO* Thank you, Lt.

CSO_Adrel:
XO: Reading my mind sir ::smiles::

Lynn:
@::laughs::  Co:  never leave  ice cream around  Jack

PED_Mikalta:
::Looks for any children to treat first........sees one who has a banged head in her mother's arms......touches the mother's shoulder and takes the child to the Pediatric room stopping the bleeding in cleansing the wound.::

OPS_Williams:
::Looks around, sees the Prelate disapear:: No One: What the ....

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: without warning, both ships return to normal space. A Large Bottle of champaigne rests on the arm rest of the command chair

Capt_McDonald:
@::laughs:: Lynn:  Another lesson learned.

XO_Richmond:
*CMO*: Take Cargo Bay 1.  I've assigned Lieutenant Adrel to assist you, should you need it.

CMO_Thornne:
CNS: We'll be having more there.... Ped: Can you take care of SB?

CSO_Adrel:
SO: I am leaving you in charge here and I will go help with the casualties.

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: aye

Lynn:
@::laughs::  CO:  You will earn fast ....

SO-O`Riley:
CSO: Aye ma'am!

OPS_Williams:
XO: We are home sir

PED_Mikalta:
::From the other room:: CMO: I can do my best.

CSO_Adrel:
::looks at her SO and then leaves the bridge::

XO_Richmond:
::sees the champagne bottle::  Self:  What the?

CMO_Thornne:
Ped: Use the nurses... you've got an EMH if needed too.

CSO_Adrel:
*CMO*: I am on my way to CB 1

OPS_Williams:
::Reaches over to the FCO station and sets in a course to SB71, anticipating the XO's Orders::

PED_Mikalta:
::Uses her autosuture to close the child's headwound.

CMO_Thornne:
*CSO* We'll meet you there....

Capt_Taylor:
#::looks around the bridge:: COM: XO: It would seem that we are back to square one here.

CNS_McDonald:
::gets a sense of all the persons on board the huron:: grabs head::

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  That I have no doubt.  :;sighs:: I'm going to head back to my shuttle and maybe take a nap.  I'm also going to try and raise the Huron again.....

CSO_Adrel:
*CMO*: Aye, Adrel out!

PED_Mikalta:
CMO:  Iike I said, I'll do my best......using every available means.

Captain_Skyler:
ACTION: USS Manitoulin is on sensors, on a Parallel course half a light year away

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  Yes, it would.  And you shouldn't be here, Captain.  I don't know how we're going to explain this one.

Capt_McDonald:
@Lynn:  Where is the nearest COM Station ?

CMO_Thornne:
CNS: Back to the TL... deck 17...

OPS_Williams:
XO: We have the Manitoulin on sensors sir

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Status report?

CNS_McDonald:
CMO: aye.. ::walks with the CMO::

XO_Richmond:
OPS: Hail them.

CSO_Adrel:
::enters TL:: Deck 17!

Capt_Taylor:
#COM: XO: When you figure it out let me know cause I don't have a clue of what to say.

CMO_Thornne:
::gets back into a TL, holds door for CNS:: TL: Deck 17

Capt_McDonald:
@::sees a panel on the other side of the cafe goes over and access it::

PED_Mikalta:
::motions to a nurse to keep an eye on the girl........heads out into main sickbay and begins on the worst of them........One man has his arm partially severed at the clavicle::

Lynn:
@CO:  Next section down ....

OPS_Williams:
XO: We have suffered heavy damage, most of the plasma fires are out, Structural integrety is at 65%  and rising

XO_Richmond:
CIV: Once we're finished with the Manitoulin, set a direct course for Starbase 71, and request that the Huron follow us.

Cmdr_Ficshemup:
COM *Huron* This it the USS Manitoulin, how may we be of assistance?

XO_Richmond:
COM: Taylor:  Aye, sir.

Capt_McDonald:
@::getting an outside channel::  COM:Huron:  Cmdr Richmond come in.

OPS_Williams:
COM: Mantoulin: We have suffered damage, request repair teams and medical personell

CSO_Adrel:
::exits TL and heads for CB1::

XO_Richmond:
COM: Ficshemup: This is Commander Todd Richmond of the USS Huron.  We have some structural damage, but we're all right.

CMO_Thornne:
::waits for TL to deposit them at deck 17::

Cmdr_Ficshemup:
COM *Huron* Understood. Prepare to flank up for field rigging.

XO_Richmond:
COM: CO: Captain!  I never thought I'd be so pleased to hear your voice!

PED_Mikalta:
::Pulls out her neruosuture........begins repaining the nerves::

Jamie_O:
<<<<<<<<<< END Mission >>>>>>>>>>


